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1. INTRODUCTION
There are now many papers dealing with approximation of real-valued
functions by linear combinations of a single function. At its simplest, this
approach consists of selecting a function h: R n ª R in some appropriate
function class and points a , . . . , a g R n. The approximating subspace is1 m
then
H s span h ?y a : i s 1, . . . , m . 4 .i
This subspace may now be used for the purposes of approximation and
interpolation either over the whole of R n, or over some subset V of R n.
Let us now make the discussion more concrete by assuming V is a
compact subset of R n, and we are interested in approximation in the space
 .C V . One of the first questions which arises is that of density. If the
number of points is allowed to grow, and if these points somehow fill out
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 .the whole of V, then can we approximate any function f g C V to
arbitrary accuracy by functions in H? A neat way to pose this problem is
to set
H s span h ?y y : y g V , 4 .
 .and to ask whether H is dense in C V , where the density is measured in
the supremum norm.
5 5An important special case of the above is as follows. Let ? denote2
n  .  . 5 5 .the usual Euclidean norm in R . Let f g C R , and set h x s f x 2
n  n.for x g R . Then h g C R and is a radial function. The translates of
such a function have very good properties with regard to interpolation
 w x.Micchelli 4 . They also have good properties with regard to approxima-
 w x.tion Brown 1 . It is perhaps remarkable that both the interpolation and
the density results depend on the function f possessing the same property
of conditional positi¨ e definiteness. For a unified treatment of these two
w xresults, see Light 3 .
Our purpose here is to investigate density properties of translates of a
single function, but our density will be measured with a Sobolev norm. Let
V be a compact subset of R n. Let r g Z and defineq
r a < <C V s f : V ª R : D f g C V whenever a F r . 4 .  .
There are several equivalent ways of imposing a norm on this space; we
will use
5 5 5 a 5 rf s D f , f g C V . . `
nagZq
< <a Fr
The situation considered by Brown can be regarded as studying the r s 0
case. Our results will show that simultaneous approximation of the func-
tion and its derivatives is also possible.
We conclude this section with some notation and a few elementary
observations. We will use standard multi-index notation throughout. The
set of all positive definite functions on R n will be denoted by P. Thus
f g P if the expression
m
c c f x y x G 0 . i j i j
i , js1
whenever x , . . . , x g R n and c , . . . , c g R.1 m 1 m
 .Let M V denote the set of all complex, regular Borel measures on V,
n 1 n.and M the corresponding measures on the whole of R . For f g L R ,
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Ã  .the Fourier transform of f , denote by f or F f , is the continuous function
on R n defined by
Ã yi x t nf x s f t e dt , x g R . .  .H
nR
ÏThe inverse Fourier transform f of f is defined by
yn i x t nÏf x s 2p f t e dt , x g R . .  .  .H
nR
We alert the reader that both the Fourier transform and its inverse are to
be interpreted in the distributional sense whenever necessary. We use S
to denote the space of infinitely differentiable and rapidly decreasing
X functions, and S to denote the space of tempered distributions continu-
.ous, linear functionals on S . It is well known that the Fourier transform
is a one-to-one, continuous operator from S X onto S X. Bochner's theo-
w x nrem 2 asserts that a continuous function h is positive definite on R if
and only if h is the Fourier transform of a unique positive measure
m g M, that is,
h x s eyi x t dm t , x g R n . .  .H
nR
The correspondence between m and h will sometimes be made explicit by
the notation m . The Lebesgue decomposition theorem tells us that eachh
m g M can be written in a unique way as
m s ma q ms ,
where ma is absolutely continuous, and ms is singular with respect to
Lebesgue measure on R n.
Let X be a normed linear space, and A a subset of X. If the linear span
of A is dense in X, we say that A is fundamental in X. Part of our work
r .depends on a representation theorem for linear functionals on C V . Let
n < < 4l s a a g Z : a G 0 and a F r ,
 .and let X be the l-fold Cartesian product of C V with itself. Define
5 5 5 5F s F , where f s F g X . . ` < <aG0, a Fra a
aG0
< <a Fr
r .There is an obvious isometric embedding of C V into X, which associ-
r . aates f g C V with F g X via the rule F s D f. Given a continuous,a
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r .linear functional r on C V , this functional can be extended to a
continuous, linear functional on X by the Hahn]Banach theorem. Using
the Riesz representation theorem in a coordinate fashion, we can find
 .  .measures m such that m g M V , and so that the action of ra a G 0, < a < F r a
on any element x g X is
r x s x dm . .  H a a
Va)0
< <a Fr
This establishes the following result.
r .THEOREM 1.1. Let r be a continuous, linear functional on C V , where
n n < <V is a compact subset of R . Then for each a g Z , with a G 0 and a F r
 .there exist m g M V , such thata




We begin by examining some properties of derivatives of positive defi-
 .nite functions. We say that a multi-index a s a , . . . , a is e¨en if each1 n
a is a positive even integer, or is zero.j
r n. nTHEOREM 2.1. Let r s 0, 2, 4, . . . , and let h g P l C R . For a g Z ,
 . a na G 0, let V be the function defined by V t s t , t g R . Then V ga a a
1 . < <L m for each a with a F r.h
Proof. Let f be the Gauss kernel which is defined by
ynr2 2 n5 5f x s 2p exp y x r2 , x g R . .  .  42
n  . n  .For each m g N and x g R , define f x s m f mx . Since m is am h$
atempered distribution, and h s m , it follows that D h is a temperedh
n  :distribution for each a g Z . Let ? , ? denote the duality bracketq
X < <between S and S . For a F r, we have
< <aa a :  :D h , f s y1 h , D f .m m
$< <a a :s y1 m , D f . h m
$< <a a :s y1 m , D f . mh
$< <a < a < :s y1 m , i V f . h a m
$< <a as y1 t f dm . 1 .  .H m h
nR
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It is easy to see that lim f s d in the topology of tempered distribu-mª` m
tions, where d is the Dirac distribution. Thus, by continuity, we have
 a : alim D h , f s D h 0 . 2 .  .  .m
mª`
At this juncture, it is convenient to break the proof into two cases.
Case 1. The Multi-index a Is E¨en$
In this case, we have V f ­V . Hence, by the Monotone Convergencea m a
theorem,
$
lim V f du s lim V f dm s V dm .H H Ha m h a m h a h
n n nmª` mª`R R R
 .  .Therefore, by 1 and 2 , we have
$
< a < aV dm s lim V f dm s i D h 0 . .  .H Ha h a m h
n nmª`R R
1 .This implies that V g L m .a h
Case 2. The Multi-index a Is Not E¨en
In this case we write
V t s t a i ??? t ak t akq 1 ??? t an . .a 1 k kq1 n
Without loss of generality, we assume that a , . . . , a are odd and1 k
a , . . . , a are even or zero. We may further assume that a F a for allkq1 n 1 j
1 F j F k. Under these assumptions,
a1V t s V t t . . . t , .  .  .a b 1 k
where b is even multi-index defined by
b s 0, a y a , . . . , a y a , a , . . . , a . .2 1 k 1 kq1 n
Again, it is helpful to distinguished two subcases.
< <Subcase 1. a is even. Then k is even also, and we have
a a a a1 1 1 1< < < <t . . . t s t t t t . . . t t .  .  .  .1 k 1 2 3 4 ky1 k
a a1 12 2 2 2t q t t q t1 2 ky1 kF ??? . /  /2 2
Therefore,
a a1 12 2 2 2t q t t q t1 2 ky1 k
< <V t F V t ? . . . .  .a b  /  /2 2
k a r211
gs t , /2 g
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where the summation is taken over a finite number of g for which easy g
< < < <is even and satisfies g s a F r. It follows from the result in Case 1 that
1 .V g L m .a h
< <Subcase 2. a is odd. Then k is odd also, and so
a a1 12 2 2 2t q t t q t1 2 ky2 ky1a1 a q11< <t . . . t F ??? 1 q t .  .1 k k /  /2 2
 .ky1 a r211
ds t , /2 d
where the summation over d is finite, each d is even, and satisfies
< < < < < < < < < <d F a q 1. Since r is even, a is odd, and a F r we have d F r.
1 .Again, Case 1 may be used to show that V g L m .a h
m n.LEMMA 2.2. Let h g P l C R , where m s 2 r. For each a with
< <a F m,
aa yi x t nD h x s e yit dm t , x g R . .  .  .  .H h
nR
a  .Proof. We will calculate D h, where a s 1, 0, . . . , 0 , since all the
< <calculations needed for the other values of a with a s 1 are similar, and
< <a straightforward induction argument gives the result for 1 - a F m.
Since h is positive definite, there exists a positive measure m in M suchh
that
h x s eyi x t dm t , x g R n . .  .H h
nR
 .Set a s 1, 0, . . . , 0 . By the Mean-Value theorem,
1
 4exp yi x q k , x , . . . , x t y exp yixt 4 .1 2 nk
< a << <s yit exp yi j , x , . . . , x t s t , 4 .2 n
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a 1 .where j lies between x and x q k. By Theorem 2.1, t g L m and so,1 1 h
by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem, we obtain
1
aD h x s lim exp yi x q k , x , . . . , x t dm t 4 .  .  .  .H 1 2 n h nkkª0 R
y eyi x t dm t .H h 5nR
1
yi x ts lim exp yi x q k , x , . . . , x t y e dm t 4 .  . 4H 1 2 n h
n kkª0R
s eyi x t yit dm t .  .H 1 h
nR
ayi x ts e yit dm t . .  .H h
nR
r .For each bounded, linear functional r on C V , it follows from
 . < <Theorem 1.1 that there exists m g M V , a F r, such thata
r f s Da f dm , f g C r V . .  . H a
V< <a Fr
aG0
We may regard r as a tempered distribution and calculate its Fourier
transform.
r .LEMMA 2.3. For each bounded, linear functional r on C V with
 . < <associated measures m g M V , a F r, its Fourier transform r is gi¨ en byÃa
a yi x t nr t s yit e dm x , t g R . 3 .  .  .  .Ã  H a
V< <a Fr
aG0
Moreo¨er, r is entire.Ã
Proof. Let S denote the set of all infinitely differentiable, rapidly
decreasing functions on R n. For each f g S , we have, by Theorem 1.1,
Ã :  :r , f s r , fÃ
aÃs D f dm . H a
V< <a Fr
aG0
ayi x ts e yit f t dt dm x . .  .  . H H a
nV R< <a Fr
aG0
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Using Fubini's theorem to interchange the order of integration, we obtain
a yi x t :r , f s yit e dm x f t dt. .  .  .Ã H H a
nR V< <a Fr
aG0
 .This shows that 3 is true. Since r is a compactly supported distribution, it
follows from the Paley]Wiener theorem that r is entire.Ã
The next lemma contains the heart of the result we are aiming for.
r .LEMMA 2.4. Let r be a bounded, linear functional on C V . Let
m . n  .  .h g P l C V , where m s 2 r. For each y g R , define h x s h x y y ,y
n  .  .x g R . If r h s 0 for all y g V, then r x s 0 for m -almost allÃy h
x g R n.
Proof. It will be helpful throughout this proof to label the differential
operator D with a suffix to indicate the variable with respect to which the
differentiation is taking place. For example, D indicates a differentiationx
 . nwith respect to the x variable. Suppose r h s 0 for all y g R . Then,y
 .using Theorem 1.1 to identify r with the set of measures m ,a
0 s r h s Dah dm x . . .  Hy x y a
VaG0
< <a Fr
Differentiating this equation with respect to y and applying Lemma 2.2,
we get
0 s D b r h . .y y
s D b Dah dm x . Hy x y a
VaG0
< <a Fr
ab yi xyy . ts D e yit dm t dm x .  .  . H Hy h a
nV RaG0
< <a Fr
< < aqba yi xyy . ts y1 e it dm t dm x . .  .  .  . H H h a
nV RaG0
< <a Fr
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< <Integrating with respect to m for b G 0, b F r and then summing overb
this same set of indices gives
< < aqba yi xyy . ty1 e it dm t dm x dm y s 0. .  .  .  .  .  HHH h a b
nV V RbG0 aG0
< <a Fr< <b Fr
4 .
Now, using Fubini's theorem and Lemma 2.3,
2< <r t dm t s r t r t dm t .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã ÃH Hh h
n nR R
a yi x ts yit e dm x .  .H H a




b i y t~ ¥it e dm y dm t .  .  . H b h¢ §VbG0
< <b Fr
< <as y1 . 
aG0 bG0
< <a Fr < <b Fr
=
aqbyi xyy . te it dm t dm x dm y .  .  .  .H H H h a b
nV V R
s 0.
 .  .by 4 . Since m is a positive Borel measure, r t s 0 for m -almost all t inÃh h
nR .
m n. nTHEOREM 2.5. Let h g C R be a positi¨ e definite function on R ,
with associated Borel measure m . Leth
A s h ?y y : y g V , 4 .
and suppose r g Z is such that 2 r F m. If the support of m does not lieq h
entirely within a set of analytic ¨ariety, then the set A is fundamental in
r .C V .
r .Proof. Suppose that r is a bounded, linear functional on C V such
 .  .  .that r h s 0 for all y g V, where h is defined by h x s h x y y ,y y y
n  .x g R . By Lemma 2.4, r t s 0 for m -almost all t. Since the support ofÃ h
 .m does not lie entirely within an analytic variety and by Lemma 2.3 r isÃh
 . nentire, we have r t s 0 for all t g R . It follows that r is the trivialÃ
r .functional. Thus the set A is fundamental in C V .
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m n.COROLLARY 2.6. Let h g P l C R with associated Borel measure
m . Let m s ma q ms be the Lebesgue decomposition of m into its abso-h h h h h
lutely continuous and singular parts, respecti¨ ely. Suppose ma is not the zeroh
  . 4measure and 2 r F m. Then the set A s h ?y y : y g V is fundamental in
r .C V .
Proof. Let f be the Radon]Nikodym derivative of ma. Then f gh
1 n.  .L R , and f x G 0 almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue mea-
sure. Since ma is not the zero measure, f is not the trivial element inh
1 n. nL R . Therefore, there exists a measurable set E in R with positive
 .Lebesgue measure such that f x ) 0 for all x g E. Since any analytic
variety must have Lebesgue measure zero, it follows that ma is noth
concentrated on an analytic variety. Thus, by Theorem 2.5, A is fundamen-
r .tal in C V .
m n Ã .COROLLARY 2.7. Let h g P l C R . Assume that h is a locally
integrable function, and that there is a set E of positi¨ e Lebesgue measure such
Ã .   . 4that h x / 0 for all x g E. Then the set h ?y y : y g V is fundamental in
r .C V , where 2 r F m.
Proof. Since h g P, h is a bounded function, and hence a tempered
 .  . ndistribution. Let h be the function defined by h x s h yx , for x g R .1 1$ $Ï Ï .Then in the distributional sense, h s h s m s m . Hence,1 h h
$
h x f x dx s f x dm x , for each f g S . .  .  .  .H H1 h
n nR R
$
Thus h is the Radon]Nikodym derivative of the measure m . Since1 h$
a .  .h x / 0 on the set E with positive Lebesgue measure, m ' m is not1 h h
 4the zero measure. It follows from Corollary 2.6 that the set h : y g V isy
r .fundamental in C V .
m n. p n.COROLLARY 2.8. Let h g P l C R . Assume that h is also in L R
5 5   . 4for some p with 1 F p F 2, and that h ) 0. Then the set h ?y y : y g Vp
r .is fundamental in C V , for 2 r F m.
p n. 5 5Proof. If h g L R and if h ) 0, then by the Hausdorff]Youngp
Ã q n y1 y1 w x.  .theorem Rudin 5, p. 261 , h g L R , where p q q s 1, and there
Ã .exists a set E of positive Lebesgue measure such that h x / 0 for x g E.
The desired result now follows from Corollary 2.7.
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